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Upload Docket Tool

Changes:
● Name of docket file no longer requires “--docket” parameter
● Some docket file keys have changed, e.g. “Encoder” is now “Encoder 

Name”

Now supported:
● Scanning for existing serial numbers
● Encoders may now be stored in separate files for ease of reuse
● Merging test records w/ duplication detection & locking
● “Sparse” sheets
● JSON5, to allow for useful comments in docket files

 



Serial Number Scan
The utility now downloads all HW Items for a given Component Type to 
check if a serial number has already been used.

● My tests peak at about 100 items per second, so if there were 50,000 
items, it would take about 8 minutes
– If you supply a list of serial numbers, it will bail out after it finds 

everything on that list, but most of the time, you would be 
supplying a new serial number :-(

● Changes to the REST API would obviously speed this up dramatically
– If “serial number” were returned in the list of items, instead of 

having to fetch each item individually to get it
– If one could search specifically by serial number

 



File Separation
“Encoders” may now be in a separate file from “Sources.”

 



Merging Test Data
When uploading test data for an existing HW Item that already has test 
data, the utility will merge the new data with the old. Potential duplication 
can be avoided via “locking.”

 

Any node created with a given key (“Measurement_ID” in this 
case) will be locked after the current sheet is finished. New 
nodes with a different key can be added, but no more data 
can be added to the old key.  



When uploading test data for an existing HW Item that already has test 
data, the utility will merge the new data with the old. Potential duplication 
can be avoided via “locking.”

 

Sparse Sheets

When a blank cell is encountered for a key, the remaining 
cells in that group will automatically be assumed to be the 
same.



    Questions? Comments?
 

Thank you for your time!
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